
Experience Full Control
Forecourt Control with FuelNet Manager



Less Site Downtime
Get immediate notification in case of any malfunctions 
on site. Have them fixed quickly thanks to remote 
troubleshooting and remote diagnostics.

Easy to Install
Installing the FuelNet Manager is easy. The hardware 
is installed locally. Configuration and setup is managed 
remotely by trained support engineers.

Compatibility & Integration
The FuelNet Manager is designed for maximum 
compatibility and easy integration, using both standard 
and proprietary protocols to communication with 
new and old equipment alike. It integrates both  
with cloud-based and traditional POS systems.

Full Remote Control 
& Access to Real-time Data

You will never have to 
rely on local repor ting, 
monitoring or recon
ciliation ever again! 

FuelNet Manager provides  
full remote control over your  
fore court equipment and 
access to real-time data  
wher ever you are. Access  
all site information, update 
fuel prices and monitor your  
station’s performance  
from your phone,  
tablet or computer.  

Analyze sales
volumes

Wetstock  
management



Growing with FuelNet Manager
With FuelNet Manager and TapNet, it becomes easy to 
start small and grow big. There will be no unexpected 
costs along the way. The FuelNet Manager hardware 
is designed and dimensioned to cover all your forsea-
ble needs. 

The software is updated remotely – and at 
no extra cost. TapNet is scalable from 1 to 
1,000 stations, or more, and 
comes without any extra 
hosting fee.

Remote access with TapNet
TapNet is the online system that interfaces with all 
stations equipped with the FuelNet Manager. Together 
they give you full control of your site and your net-
work. Analyze delivery and volume history and plan 
your orders and delivery schedule.  

With TapNet you get advanced tailor-
made reporting. The system is 

easy to integrate with 
other central systems 
for price management, 
inventory management, 
alarm management etc.

FuelNet Manager controls  
and monitors dispensers,  

price signs, ATGs, car washes  
and other forecourt equipment.  

It integrates with both  
cloudbased and traditional  

POS systems.

Manage pricing

Order planning

Monitor  
performance, remote 

service and  
diagnostics



About CODAB
Welcome to a supplier that puts the customer at the 
center of operations! We spend our day talking to 
and supporting our customers. We listen and respond. 
We anticipate needs and plan product development 
accordingly.

With 30 years in the fuel retail industry we are able 
to spot trends early and develop products and services 
to suit needs of large and small retailers alike. Our 
product development is agile, with a short way from 
decision to deployment of new functionality. We 
bring the feedback we get from customers into our 
product development.

CODAB is a lean, mid-size company so we do not 
bring large overhead costs into the pricing of our 
products and services. Our intention is to always keep 
it that way.

The FuelNet Manager has been installed at over 
1,500 fillling stations, mainly in Europe and Africa. 
It has proven especially popular with independent 
fuel retailers and larger networks that require high 
efficiency in operations.

1,500+ Installations

www.codab.eu


